PRINTSURE

packaging prototypes / comps

food packaging prototypes
pet food packaging prototypes
new product packaging comps
end caps / POP displays
carton / label / shrink sleeve prototypes

FDA compliant constructions available.
PACKAGING / POP DISPLAYS
- state of the art printers, cutters, mounting equipment, and finishing machines allow us to complete high-quality projects, quickly and affordably
- along with 4 color process we offer white inks, hex orange and green, and metallic inks (comparable to foil stamping) all done digitally
- professional structural design and engineering
- mounting and digital die cutting on a multitude substrates (no dies needed!)
  - SBS stock
  - corrugated board
  - poly
  - films for flexible packaging (i.e.: food packaging and pouch comps)
  - supplied or requested specialty stocks
- mounting and cutting oversized boxes and displays
  - single piece constructions fit up to 48 x 96
  (multi-piece displays available for extra large projects)
- 24hr turnaround available on projects*
- specialty hand crafted assembly available
- backer cards and blister models
- jumbo comps
- clear adhesive labels / specialty cut labels / spot mount labels / magnetic labels
- custom printed shrink sleeves applied to most all curvature
- product fulfillment and storage available
- custom shipping cartons for fragile projects
- multiple SKU’s and variable data printing - the more the better!!!
- FDA compliant constructions and substrates for direct and indirect contact

SIGNAGE
- foamcore signs and custom cut standees
- retractable banner stands
- wall graphics
- window clings and signs
- ceiling danglers
- FULL retail signage kitting available

*24 hour turn depends on quantity and availability of materials - rush charges and pre-payment may apply